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Differences against competitors; 

Our machines are produced with the inspiration of metal technology, I would like to explain 

you step by step; 

1. Our machine body is not empty profile like as competitor, our machine body is full 

cast iron. It is monoblock unique body, in competitors it is written 3 ton but it is not 

real, in reality our machines are 3 ton.  

 



 

2. The main parts are connected to the machine directly but in our machine it is 

connected to the machine with cast iron parts . for example this red unit one of the is 

45 kg in us but it is 25 kg in competitor 

 
 

3. Competitors are using normal servo motors but only HOMAG and in our machines we 

use ABSOLUD encoder servo motor, it means it is more precise and sensitive  work, 

and thanks to this motor no need to use sensor. İn competitor they use 12 sensors, 

and if one of them broke down then machine stop till new one come. Thanks to 

absolude encoder servo motor, machine come to the reference automatically, (even 

electric went no problem to come to the reference point) 

 



 
 

 

 

OUR AREL SPINDEL IS 18.000 rpm 

 

 

 

 

 
 



4. In competitor they dont use aircooling so techn can work 5-6 hours. 

But in our machine we have aircooling so tech can work 24 hours 

without stop 

 
5. We have special BRAKE SYSTEM AND triangle belt system which is not valid in 

competitor. They dont have this system so when workpart crash to the motor, 

machine has damaed and machine will have big damage. But in ours we ahve 

triandle belt system (same with automative sector)  it is protecting motor. In case of 

any crash it is protecting motor. And only this belt is broken (its cost is 2 eur) 



 
= SPECIAL BRAKE SYSTEM = (NOT INC IN COMPETITOR) 

 

6. Thanks to this brake system in one  time customer can go 40 mm inside but in 

competitor is it 4 mm -5 mm maximum.. 

 

7. Thanks to absolude servo you can produce 1500 pcs per day, but with normal servo 

motor in competitor can produce  500 pcs 

 

 

8. Normal servo motor cost 1500 eur and absolude servo motor cost 5300 eur. (it is also 

effected the machine price and quality) 

 

9. Competitors are not using real controller, they use tablet. (as you know after 2 years 

these tablets are getting older and machine brain went, but in our machines we use 

original Siemens control unit. Apart form that we use all our spare parts from original 

Siemens germany, we dont use far east proucts, all cables, spare parts, driver are 

from  Siemens and pneumatic system is from original Festa brand from Germany 

 

10. Apart from accessories, we are putting extra spare parts which can be damage or 

getting older in 2 years. we are putting in toolbox as free (normally this toolbox is cost 

1000 eur) 

 



11.  
 

Thıs is tool box, our staff is estimated that these parts can be damage in 2 years so 

without losting time in courier. We are putting them as an extra to the machine. 
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